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Fugue literature contains many examples of stretto by direct motion but 
few by direct and contrary motion on the same theme. In the latter case, in 
the overlapping segments of such progressions, voices in stretto taken 
together may express only a tonic triad. In other cases, one of the voices may 
contain at least one melodic interval altered in size. A particularly effective 
method involves a leading voice augmented while a follower carries the 
subject in contrary motion, but in its original rhythm. In such an event, it is 
likely that an interval will be altered in the following voice. In any of these 
forms a stretto by contrary motion can add excitement to the performance of 
a well written fugue. That Bach employed these forms is illustrated by 
examples 1, 2a, and 2b below. (To clarify procedures and relationships 
described in the discussion to follow, all examples of stretto will show only 
the voices directly involved.)1 

Example 1. Counterpoint VII from The Art of Fugue, rectus-inversus 

45 Alto Rectus 
Ii ~ -\ -----

) ~ - 11 I ==== ) Tenor lnversus -(t- j#- -(t-b~ -f'- . .,,-,,-- ".,,-II· r--." . . 
iv: Gminor 

I Analysis of stretto out of context is appropriate because a subject to be used in stretto 
"is not constructed as a whole. The S(ubject) and its overlapping imitation is constructed 
step by step ... as in canon." Maurice Lieberman, Creative Counterpoint (Boston: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1966), 310. 
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In measures 45-48 the upper voices, alike in both rhythm and intervals, 
carry a stretto with the subject both in its original form (rectus) and inverted 
(inversus). In the overlapping segment the two voices together stress the 
notes of a G minor triad as a temporary tonic (m. 46, beat 2-m. 47, beat I). 

Example 2a. Subject, Fugue VIII from WTC I 

Example 2b. Fugue VIII from WTC I, stretto by augmentation and inversion 
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Fugue VIII contains only one stretto by contrary motion (mm. 62-67). In 
example 2b, the leading voice, rectus augmented, appears in the traditional 
form of a tonal answer (beginning with a skip of a fourth, rather than a fifth). 
The follower, inversus, contains a skip of a third where the leader moves by 
step. (See the brackets marked "X.") Compare both voices to example 2a, 
which shows the subject in its original form. 

At least three fugues by Bach are exceptional. In each of the three, 
overlapping imitation of the subject is faithfully carried out by direct motion 
in some stretto passages and by contrary motion in others, and at least two 
harmonic functions are required as the voices overlap. Two of the three 
fugues are in The Well-Tempered Clavier: No. VI in D minor (Vol. I) and 
No. XXII in B-flat minor (Vol. II). The third is Counterpoint V in The Art of 
Fugue. 

Apparently no explanation exists of a method to create such stretto 
treatments, nor is there a description of elements in a fugue subject that 
would permit such a method to be successfully applied. The eminent theorist 
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Ebenezer Prout, in his Fugal Analysis (1892), included an analysis of 
Contrapunctus V from The Art of Fugue, which he called a "fugue by 
inversion." His analysis included the following remarks: "Though inversion 
is often employed incidentally in fugues ... it is rarely used systematically 
throughout an entire fugue .... As a matter of fact, there are so few existing 
specimens of this form, at least by composers of eminence, that we have not 
sufficient material from which to deduce general rules."2 In his excellent 
book Creative Counterpoint (1966), Maurice Lieberman presents examples 
of stretto by direct and contrary motion from Fugue VI, WTC Vol. I. And, 
considering all types of stretto, he concludes that "working out a stretto 
passage is generally a matter of systematic experimentation.,,3 

Anyone familiar with stretto must agree with this statement. But in the 
fugues to be discussed here (which include those cited by Prout and 
Lieberman), similarities with regard to construction of the subjects and the 
application of melodic inversion suggest that, in these fugues, Bach had less 
cause to experiment that one might expect. 

A stretto on any subject in its original form (rectus) will yield an equally 
good stretto on its inverted form (inversus) without difficulty.4 But in stretto 
passages such as those cited above, in which the same stretto includes a 
rectus form in one voice and an inversus form in another, contrary motion 
can be acceptable only if certain restrictions are imposed on the structure of 
the subject and on the voice leading and harmonic intervals present in a 
stretto by direct motion. 

The Fugue Subjects 

The subjects in these three fugues, given in examples 3, 18 and 23, have 
certain characteristics in common, none of which would be remarkable 
alone. When taken together, however, they provide for all the stretto 
treatments cited above. 

2 Ebenezer Prout, Fugal Analysis: A Companion to "Fugue" (London: Augener, Ltd., 
1892),84. 
3 Maurice Lieberman, Creative Counterpoint (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1966), 310. 
4 This procedure is described as early as 1597 in Thomas Morley's Plaine and Easie 
Introduction to Practical! Musick, which is cited in H. C. Colles, ed., Grove's Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians, 3rd ed., vol. 2 (New York: MacMillan, 1948), s.v. "Invertible 
Counterpoint," by Sir Henry Walford Davies, 726. The procedure will be discussed and 
illustrated on pages to follow. 
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Figure 1. Significant characteristics shared by the three subjects are: 

1) Each begins on scale step i or 5, eventually rises to 6, then descends 
to end on a note of the tonic triad. The lowest scale step is either 7 or 
1. 

2) At a reasonably slow harmonic rhythm, each subject can accept 
harmonization by the tonic triad and the leading-tone seventh chord. 
No other chords are required, except where a tied note may imply a 
third harmony. 

3) Except in the case of a suspension, all connections of the two 
harmonies are made directly by chord members. When any member of 
the leading-tone seventh chord proceeds to a member of the tonic triad 
it does so by step. Also scale step 7 always ascends to i and step 6 
always descends to 5. However, a member of the tonic triad (scale 
step i, 3, or 5) may move to a note of the leading-tone chord either by 
step or leap. 

4) Within a harmony leaps involve only chord members. Stepwise 
motion is accomplished by unaccented passing and neighbor notes or 
by a suspension. Motion between the root and seventh of a leading
tone seventh chord, which would form an augmented second, does not 
occur. 

A fugue subject that exhibits all of these characteristics may provide 
stretto treatments by both direct and contrary motion if melodic inversion is 
employed at the "common third." 

Inversion at the Common Third 

In example 3, lines proceeding in contrary motion intersect on the third 
scale degree. Thus, they share a "common third." Wherever the third scale 
step appears in a melodic line, the third scale step will reappear in its 
inversion at the common third.s 

5 In this discussion the terms "common third" (or sixth or seventh), "commonality" and 
"note held in common" refer only to a note that appears at the same point or points in 
both a melodic line and its inversion. 
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Example 3. 
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Examples 4a and 4b illustrate the effect of inversion at the common third 
on harmony. In example 4a, the first and fifth scale degrees are interchanged 
and the third degree, midway between them, remains in place. Therefore, 
notes of the tonic triad in rectus also appear as members of that harmony in 
inversus.6 The remaining notes of a major or minor scale make up the 
leading-tone seventh chord, and members of that harmony in rectus are 
exchanged for other notes of the same chord in inversus (example 4b). 

Since in stretto one voice enters shortly after another, third scale degrees 
do not occur simultaneously but may comprise the second note (or third, 
fourth, etc.) in each line. 

An important structural element shared by all three fugue subjects is 
that, at a reasonably slow harmonic rhythm, they may be harmonized by no 
more than two chords: a tonic triad and a leading-tone seventh chord (see 
figure 1, item 2). Ideally, a fugue subject will accommodate harmonic 
rhythm that in stretto permits vertical correspondence to be maintained 
between line segments that accept the tonic triad and those that accept the 
leading-tone seventh chord. In such a case, if an acceptable two-part stretto 
by direct motion is available, any of four different stretto treatments may be 

6 By inversion at the common third hannonization by the tonic triad is possible at 
corresponding points in rectus and inversus. Consequently, tonality can be expressed 
equally well by both voices. Since that is not true of inversion at any other commonality, 
it may account for the more frequent use of inversion at the common third in Baroque 
counterpoint. 
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derived from any other by inverting one or both voices at the common third. 
The four treatments are rectus-rectus, inversus-inversus, rectus-inversus, 
and in versus-rectus . 

The subjects of Fugues VI and XXII from The Well-Tempered Clavier 
allow such vertical correspondence. Therefore, in the following discussion, 
the chord symbols "i" and "vii07

" will appear frequently. 
These chord symbols represent a hypothetical harmonization; they may 

have little relationship to the harmonies that exist in a multi-voiced fugue. 
But in Fugues VI and XXII they reveal that voices in stretto are aligned 
vertically as described above, and as a result, the voices in stretto do not 
produce harmonic intervals that preclude good counterpoint (see figure 1, 
items 3 and 4). 

These properties will be the basis for analysis of the simplest possible 
harmonization for each expression of a subject, whether isolated or in stretto. 
The analysis will consist of the chord symbols i and vii 07 placed to indicate 
line segments that can be harmonized by one of these chords. In some cases, 
only one note of a tonic or leading-tone harmony will exist in a line segment 
designated by a chord symbol. Keep in mind that the chord symbol 
represents only a possible harmonization of that line segment. 

In the overlapping portion of a stretto, wherever both voices at once 
accommodate either i or vii ° 7, observe that the notes provided by those 
voices can participate in a number of effective harmonizations. (In the three
or four-part textures of Fugues VI and XXII, added voices and/or accidentals 
provide a variety of good harmonizations.) 

To clarify what is meant by "a reasonably slow harmonic rhythm" 
involving only tonic and leading-tone harmonies (figure 1, item 2) and to 
demonstrate how the four stretto treatments mentioned above may be 
derived from a subject appropriately constructed (and also from each other), 
the subject of Fugue XXII in B-flat minor (WTC Vol. II) will be used as a 
model (see example 5). It was chosen for two reasons: 1) it clearly exhibits 
all of the characteristics that enable a subject to produce stretto procedures 
by direct and contrary motion, and 2) none of the examples of stretto given 
here appear in Fugue XXII.7 

7 They were composed by the author, who applied inversion at the common third in the 
simplest possible way. Later it will be shown that Bach applied that procedure in Fugue 
XXII in a logical but surprising way. 
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Example 5. Subject, Fugue XXII 

viio7 i vii07 i vii07 i 

~~'+ ' 

I ~ ~b~~~ ~ ; j ~ J I ]\d; ~ J I JiQJ]JJJJJEJlllJ * ] J ~I J ~ - I 
mill: 

The subject starts on tonic, rises to the submediant (m. 4) and ends on 
the mediant. The leading tone, the lowest note, appears once (m. 2); the 
submediant, the highest note, occurs twice toward the end. There are no 
suspensions and no tied notes. All skips may be interpreted as lying between 
notes of either a tonic triad or a leading-tone seventh chord. 

The subject will accept harmonization by tonic and leading-tone chords, 
neither of which is represented by more than two notes in any occurrence. 
Interpreted in this way, these chords alternate in beat values through the first 
two measures and in a syncopated harmonic rhythm at the end. The third 
measure will accommodate either pattern, which-as we shall see-allows 
vertical correspondence of like harmonies to be maintained throughout a 
stretto. 

Progressions from one harmony to another are accomplished by chord 
members. When vir7-i occurs, voice-leading is stepwise, and the leading 
tone resolves strictly to tonic. All leaps within a harmony lie between chord 
tones (mm. 2-4). Stepwise motion within a harmony involves nonharmonic 
tones, which are indicated with "+". One neighboring tone (m. 4) and three 
passing tones (m. 3) appear; placement of the latter is determined by the 
harmonic rhythm in context. All other notes are chord tones. 

Examples 6-13 illustrate relationships between rectus and inversus in 
stretto. Inversion at the common third is applied to the subject of Fugue 
XXII in the simplest way: starting with a stretto rectus-rectus at the octave 
with the follower entering after two beats, at the second appearance of a 
tonic chord member in the leading voice. 

In example 6 the third scale step, D~, enters as the third note in each 
voice and is heard several times at corresponding points thereafter. Observe 
that the continuous eighth notes in the third measure of the subject allow the 
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harmonic rhythm of the progression i-viio7 to coincide with metrical beats 
(m. 3) or to be syncopated (m. 4).8 

Inverting both voices of rectus-rectus at the common third produces the 
stretto progressions shown in examples 7a and 7b. Note that the third scale 
step, D~, maintains its placement as the diatonic axis of inversion in all three 
examples. The subject as rectus begins on tonic (ex. 6); therefore, inversus 
starts on the dominant. 

Example 6. Rectus-rectus at the upper octave 

-
r 

mm: 

8 To detennine the simplest hannonization possible for each voice in a stretto, examine 
each leader and each follower separately throughout its entire length as demonstrated 
below. 

In example 6, both voices accept the progression i- viio? at the same time. Begin by 
observing all segments of the leading (lower) voice designated by the symbol "i". In that 
voice, m. 1, you will find Bb and Db (root and third of the tonic triad); m again in m. 2; 
Bb, Db, F (root, third, fifth) in m. 3; and F, Db (fifth and third) in m. 4. All other notes over 
the symbol "i" in the leading voice are nonchord tones. Observe that no A or Ab exists 
that might be a chordal seventh, and no G or Gb that could change the analysis to include 
a submediant hannony. 

Now compare contents of line segments labeled "viio?" to notes that make up that 
chord. In the leading voice, m. 1, where "vir?" exists you will find C (the chordal third); 
H, A, C (fifth, root, third) in m. 2; H, C (fifth, third) in m. 3; and Gb, H, C (seventh, fifth, 
third) in m. 4. 

When the leader is examined throughout its length, i and viio? do indeed represent the 
simplest possible hannonization of that voice. By imitation at the upper octave, the same 
hannonic analysis applies to the follower. 
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Example 7a. Inversus-inversus at the upper octave 

1\ I I II. ~ + 
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Example 7b. Inversus-inversus at the lower octave 

I I I II. + + + 
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The harmonic intervals of example 6 (rectus-rectus) are inverted in 
example 7a but not in example 7b. When both voices of a texture are 
melodically inverted at the same commonality (i.e., at their respective 
common thirds, sixths, sevenths, etc.) harmonic intervals in one passage are 
inverted in the other. This can be seen by comparing examples 6 and 7 a. If 
double counterpoint at the fifteenth is also applied, the same harmonic 
intervals in both order and size appear in both passages, as can be seen by 
comparing examples 6 and 7b. 

Drawing a satisfactory stretto inversus-inversus from a stretto rectus
rectus is a simple procedure. But certain acceptable progressions must be 
avoided in rectus-rectus in order to produce good counterpoint when only 
one voice is inverted. For example, if rectus-rectus displays contrary motion 
through consecutive harmonic intervals involving scale degrees 
interchangeable by inversion at the common third, the result in rectus
inversus and inversus-rectus will be parallel octaves or unisons, as shown in 
examples Sa and Sb. 

Example S. 
a) Where the stretto rectus contains: b) Inverting one voice at the 

common third will produce: 
6 5 4 3 6 5 4 3 

'~r~ 0 

e II : 110 : : : II 
Bbm ~"? u e-

I 1 2 3 

This limitation on contrary motion is offset to some extent by the 
efficacy of parallel thirds and sixths. When parallel thirds or sixths occur and 
each interval comprises two members of either the tonic triad or the leading
tone seventh chord, inverting one voice at the common third creates a new 
set of intervals that will accept the same chord progression (see example 9). 
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Example 9. 
a) Where a stretto contains: or: 
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b) One voice inverted at the common third will produce: 
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However, there are two possible intervals of a third or sixth that suggest 
neither tonic nor leading-tone harmony. One interval contains the third and 
sixth scale degrees, the other the fifth and seventh. When one of these 
intervals appears in isolation in a well-crafted stretto, inversion of one voice 
at the common third can generate intervals of a seventh with acceptable 
resolutions (see examples lOa and lOb). If they occur in succession, 
however, there will be an exchange of notes between intervals of a second or 
between intervals of a seventh and ninth, as shown in examples 11 a and 11 b. 

Example 10. 
a) Where a stretto contains: b) Inverting one part will produce: 

7~ 6. 7~6. 
= ~ "' i II == ~ II 

Bbm 5 4 1 ~ I 
2 2 

Example 11. 
a) But where a stretto contains: b) Inverting one part at the 

cornmon third will produce: 

1 7 6. 5 5 (] 7 1 

'~r , ~ * i~ J 
11 #r 11 6 5 7 6 7 
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In all progressions of parallel thirds or sixths in examples 6, 7a, and 7b, 
each harmonic interval consists either of two members of the tonic triad or 
two members of the leading-tone seventh chord. Also, contrary motion 
exists only in the fourth measure (beats 2-3) of each example and does not 
involve notes exchanged by inversion at the common third. Therefore, 
neither unwanted parallelism (examples Sa and Sb) nor consecutive 
dissonances (examples 11 a and 11 b) can result from inverting one voice of 
rectus-rectus at the common third. 

The stretto given in example 12 can be created by inverting at the 
common third the follower of rectus-rectus (example 6), the leader of 
inversus-inversus (example 7a), or the leader of 7b (if the voices are also 
interchanged). Imitation begins at the upper twelfth, and the third scale step, 
D~, exists at the same points in each line. Here and in example 13, inversion 
at the common third produces a stretto by contrary motion and also 
establishes the relationship of the voices within it. 

Example 12. Rectus-inversus at the common third 

1\ I • + 

) ~ I 

) n fr ft- ~~ n ~ ft-.~ft-~~;~~ft-~~ . . 
mm: 

The inversus-rectus shown in example 13 was taken from rectus
inversus (example 12) by inverting both voices at the common third and also 
inverting them texturally. Inversus-rectus could also be derived by inverting 
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at the common third the follower in example 7b, or by similarly inverting the 
follower in 7a and interchanging the parts. Finally, inversus-rectus could 
also be drawn from example 6 by inverting the leader at the common third 
and inverting the texture at the fifteenth. 

Example 13. Inversus-rectus at the common third 

, I I .. + + + 
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1 ~ I 
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Fugue XXII in B-flat Minor from "The Well-Tempered Clavier," Vol. II 

Fugue XXII involves four voices in triple meter. It contains seven stretto 
statements, six of which exhibit two voices in stretto within textures of three 
or four parts. There are two stretto statements by direct motion on the 
subject and two by direct motion on the inverted subject, with the second 
stretto of each pair derived from the first through double counterpoint at the 
fifteenth. There are also two stretto passages by contrary motion, inversus
rectus and rectus-inversus. The seventh stretto, another rectus-in versus , 
brings the fugue to an end. It, too, is derived from its preceding counterpart 
by double counterpoint at the fifteenth, but each of the two voices is 
accompanied by another that moves with it in parallel thirds or sixths. 

To those who are familiar with the genius of Bach, it is not surprising 
that the simplest approach to stretto by direct and by contrary motion is 
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nowhere to be found in Fugue XXII. Instead, imitation is introduced at the 
upper seventh rather than the octave, and by contrary motion at the lower 
thirteenth rather than the twelfth. In every case, the follower enters after one 
beat, while the leader expresses for the first time a member of the leading
tone seventh chord. The result is a series of superb stretto statements made 
possible by the progression i-vii07 as accepted by the subject and by a 
systematic application of inversion at the common third. 

It has been established that when a melodic line begins on the first scale 
degree its inversion at the common third will begin on the fifth, and that 
these notes comprise the root and fifth of the tonic triad. But if that melodic 
line is recast to begin on any other scale step, in inversion at the common 
third rectus will start on the root of one triad and inversus on the fifth of 
another. 

In Fugue XXII the leading voice as rectus enters on the root of the tonic 
triad and as inversus on the fifth of that harmony. Therefore the leader 
accepts harmonization by i and vii07 in either case. The relationship of i to 
vii07 is that of a triad to a seventh chord built upon the scale step 
immediately below the root of the triad. In Fugue XXII, that relationship 
between harmonies is also evident with respect to the following voice in 
every stretto. The follower, as rectus, enters on the root of the leading-tone 
triad and therefore will accept harmonization simply by viio and vi%? By 
inversion at the common third the follower as inversus begins on the fifth of 
the supertonic triad, and therefore will accommodate harmonization by ii ° 
and i7 or e. As a result, in Fugue XXII, when leader and follower overlap in 
a two-part stretto, harmonic intervals are provided by vertical alignments of 
a triad with a seventh chord that contains all of the scale steps present in the 
triad. Examples of stretto taken from Fugue XXII will display chord 
symbols that identify those harmonies for each voice. 

In example 14 the leader starts on tonic, and the following voice enters 
after one beat on the leading tone at the first occurrence of a member of vii °7 
in the leader. The follower accepts harmonization by viio and Vi%7.9 

9 A stepwise ascent from scale step 6 to 7 does not take place when the subject begins on 
tonic, but it does occur when the subject begins on the leading tone. In the following 
(upper) voice of example 14, the sixth scale degree is chromatically raised to smooth the 
ascent to the seventh (m. 28). Consequently, in the follower, certain line segments are 
labeled vi%7 because, taken all together they present scale steps 6, 1, 3, and 5, which 
occur, respectively, only as Gq, Bb, Db, and F. In the leader, the sixth scale degree occurs 
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Example 14. Fugue XXII, Rectus-rectus at the upper seventh 
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The root of the leading-tone harmony (A~) occurs only once in the 
leading voice (m. 28); by imitation at the upper seventh the root of the 
submediant chord (G~) appears but once in the follower, one beat later. 
Elsewhere, the remaining members of vi%7 comprise a tonic triad. Except for 
the second beat of measure 28, the two voices together can accept 
harmonization simply by tonic and leading-tone chords. 

In example 14 the mediant (D~) is introduced in the leader as the third 
note, while in the follower it is the fourth. When these voices are inverted at 
the common third to create other approaches to stretto, all placements of the 
mediant in leader and follower are, of course, maintained. 

Example 15 may be produced by inverting both voices of example 14 at 
the common third. The harmonic intervals of example 14 are inverted here, 
because the voices have not been interchanged. As inversus the follower 
starts on the sixth scale degree, the fifth of a triad on the supertonic, and 

only as G~, as the seventh of vi(7. Therefore, throughout the overlapping portion of the 
stretto vertical correspondence exists between members of vi(7 and vii 0 and between 
members ofi and Vi.0'7. 
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Example 15. Fugue XXII, Inversus-inversus at the upper ninth 

(V7/iv iv2) 
iiO i7 iio 17 iio i7 it f 
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accepts harmonization by iiO and F or 17.10 Since iio in the follower is 
contained within viio7 in the leader, this stretto could accept harmonization 
solely by chords built on tonic and the leading tone. 

Where in stretto rectus-rectus the following voice contains the root of 
vi%7 (ex. 14, m. 28), the follower in inversus-inversus carries the third of 17, a 
chord which, in context, is altered to serve as y7/iv (ex. 15, m. 68). The 
resolution of that chord, as given in the four-part setting of the stretto, is 
indicated in parenthesis. In subsequent examples of stretto from Fugue 
XXII, harmony in context will be shown in parenthesis at this point. 

In examples 14 and 15 parallel thirds and sixths prevail, and contrary 
motion is nowhere to be found. With no contrary motion in a stretto by 
direct motion, unwanted parallels cannot be produced by the inversion of 
one voice at the common third. (See examples 8a and 8b.) Also, in the 
second measure of these examples, where the follower as rectus contains the 
sixth scale degree and as inversus the seventh, intervals of a sixth and tenth 

10 In example 15, measure 68, chromatic alteration of the third scale degree results in a 
symbol "C" in the follower where a symbol "i" occurs in the leader. Keep in mind that 
these symbols do not constitute a harmonic analysis of the example. They serve only to 
indicate that each voice displays members of a tonic harmony at that point. Therefore, if 
one or both of these voices is inverted at the common third, a tonic harmony will still be 
acceptable. 
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exist in which notes of tonic and nontonic harmonies are combined. Scale 
degrees 1 and (, (B~-G) may be seen in example 14, m. 28, and scale steps 5 
and 7 (F-A~) appear in example 15, measure 68. 

Example 16. Fugue XXII, Inversus-rectus at the common sixth 

vii"7 
J:l I Soprano 

+ + 
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4!) I I 6 

(16 IV vit6) 
J Tenor • 11- 6 ., +.11- ;;;11-
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VII:Ak viio7 vi7 viio vi7 viio v? viio vi7 

83 
Vii07 vit7 

I I I .---, 
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fl- • 11- ; f:- 11- fl- t- • ~ 1/1 

viio v? viio vi7 viio 

The first stretto by contrary motion, inversus-rectus (ex. 16) may be 
derived by inverting the leading voice of example 14 at the common third, 
interchanging the parts, and placing the resulting stretto in the key of the 
subtonic, A-flat major. Since the leading voice implies the same chord 
progression in both rectus and in versus , harmonic symbols given for 
individual voices are the same in examples 14 and 16. However, because the 
leader and follower enter on the fifth and seventh scale degrees, 
respectively-not the fifth and first-the axis of inversion, or note held in 
common by these voices, is the sixth scale degree, F. That note occurs only 
once in each voice and is indicated by the symbol 6. Where F appears in the 
follower there is a harmonic interval of seventh that includes members of 
both tonic and leading-tone harmonies: F-E~, measure 81. At that point 
contextual harmonic analysis is shown in parenthesis. 
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Example 17. Fugue XXII, Rectus-inversus at the common seventh 
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The rectus-inversus in example 17 may be derived from the stretto given 
in example 14 by inverting at the common third not the leader, but the 
following voice. Therefore, the harmonies implied by the following voices 
in the two examples differ. In Fugue XXII this stretto is set in a four-part 
texture. In that context, where the axis of inversion (the seventh scale 
degree, 7) appears in the follower as A~, the leader carries tonic as the root of 
V9~ /iv (m. 90). 

The stretto progressions in examples 16 and 17 produce the same 
harmonic intervals. Either one could be drawn from the other by inverting 
both voices at the common third and applying double counterpoint at the 
fifteenth. 

Example 18, rectus-inversus, is the final stretto in Fugue XXII. It 
presents imitation in contrary motion by voices paired in parallel thirds or 
sixths. 

The soprano and tenor parts of this example are a textural inversion at 
the fifteenth of example 17. As usual, rectus (soprano) begins on the root of 
the tonic triad, while inversus (tenor) starts on scale degree 6, which can be 
seen as the fifth of a triad on the supertonic. The pairing of soprano and bass 
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Example 18. Fugue XXII, Rectus-inversus 
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voices represents invertible counterpoint at the tenth of example 17. Inversus 
in the bass begins on scale step 4, the fifth of the leading-tone triad. This 
form of inversus will accept the same harmonization as the rectus form of 
the followers, all of which begin on the root of viio (see examples 14 and 
16). 

By this arrangement, bass and tenor progress in parallel thirds, and the 
soprano is imitated in contrary motion at the common seventh and the 
common sixth simultaneously. The seventh degree, AI A~, is heard as the 
fifth note in both soprano and tenor (m. 97). The sixth degree, G/G~, occurs 
as the twentieth note in both soprano and bass (m. 99). The alto voice, more 
freely added, reinforces the harmony implied by the leader first at a sixth 
and later at a third below. 

In example 18, the harmonic functions suggested by the fugue theme in 
each voice are shown above and below the staves. (Harmonic functions in 
context are given below all others.) The simplest harmonization indicated for 
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each voice reveals that the only unwanted dissonance that can be produced 
by all three together is a simultaneous expression by the lower voices of the 
root of vi"'7 (G) and the seventh of i7 or e (A~). Since these voices maintain 
an interval of a third between them, that alignment obviously cannot exist. 

As noted above, the relationships between the soprano and the tenor and 
between the soprano and the bass can be derived from the stretto in example 
17 by means of strict invertible counterpoint. The subject in the alto voice is 
altered, however, to avoid unacceptable dissonance. 

Example 19. 
a) b) 
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When four voices paired in parallel thirds or sixths proceed in contrary 
motion, a chord of four consecutive scale degrees will exist when outer parts 
are separated by certain intervals. Compare example 19a to measures 96-97 
and example 19b to measures 97-100. Harmonies comprising four 
consecutive scale steps do not occur because of the change in position by the 
alto voice in measure 96. Such chords would be formed 1) if the alto were a 
third below the soprano in measure 97 when the tenor reached the seventh 
scale degree, A~; and 2) if the alto were to supply a lower sixth each time the 
soprano reached the sixth degree, G~, in measure 99. The first of these 
chords corresponds to example 19b, where outer voices are separated by an 
eleventh (but more likely with G~ rather than G~), and the second to example 
19a, where they are a fourteenth apart. 
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Fugue VI in D Minor from "The Well-Tempered Clavier," Vol. I 

Example 20. Subject, Fugue VI 

I~~ ~ j .. f1 f ] IJ J #1 0 r j JJ + tr 
Dm: vii07 i vii"7 

Fugue VI is expressed in triple meter in a predominantly three-voiced 
texture. The subject begins on 1, ends on 5, and displays 6 prominently as its 
highest note. The sixth degree occurs only once, as does the seventh, which 
serves only as a neighboring tone embellishing tonic in the second measure. 
Neither i or viio7 is represented by more than two of its members; the two 
members are a third apart in every case. 

The subject permits a follower to enter in stretto during beat one of its 
second measure and thereby maintain vertical correspondence of line 
segments that accept i and those that accept viio7. The follower enters at that 
point in all of the stretto statements in Fugue VI. As in Fugue XXII, the 
simplest harmonic progression accepted by any expression of the subject is a 
triad followed by a seventh chord built upon the next scale degree below the 
root of that triad. 

Example 21 a. Fugue VI, Rectus-rectus 
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In Fugue VI stretto rectus-rectus at the upper octave occurs on the 
dominant (ex. 2la, mm. 17-20) and the tonic (ex. 2lb, mm. 39-42). The two 
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passages differ only in tonal centers and in their treatment of the seventh 
degree, which is introduced as the leading tone in one and a subtonic in the 
other. (See m. 18 and m. 40, beat 1.) In the second measure of each example, 
the mediant is chromatically raised to lead strongly to subdominant. 

Example 21 b. Fugue VI, Rectus-rectus 
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In example 22 (mm. 27-31), a stretto inversus-rectus-inversus exhibits 
entrances at the lower twelfth and the lower fourth. The third degree, F /F~, 
held in common, exists as the third (+) and sixth note in all three voices. 

Example 22. Fugue VI, Inversus-rectus-inversus at the common third 
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Dm: vii07 i 
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Except for a suspension (S) in the leading voice, the initial inversus
rectus (mm. 27-30) could become the stretto in example 2lb by inverting the 
leader (mm. 27-29) at the common third, interchanging the parts, and 
applying appropriate accidentals to notes F and C. 
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When the bass enters in measure 29 with the subject inverted, the stretto 
rectus-inversus is formed by the lower parts. This stretto is equivalent to the 
preceding inversus-rectus with both of its voices inverted at the common 
third. Note that the harmonic intervals of measure 28 are inverted in the 
lower voices of measure 29. As the stretto ends, the follower is altered to 
lead toward subdominant (m. 30). The harmony in context at that point is 
given in parenthesis between the staves. 

There are three more stretto statements by contrary motion. In all of 
them the axis of inversion is the seventh, not the third, scale degree. 

Example 23. 
a) Inversion at the common third b) Inversion at the common seventh 

@ ~ #: ~ ~ ." i ; ;; (# II 

Dm: vii07 

In a minor key, a stretto by contrary motion at the common third may be 
transformed into a similar stretto at the common seventh by altering scale 
degrees 3 and ::; (see examples 23a and 23b). The mediant maintains its 
position in the melodic lines but becomes a leading tone held in common in 
the key of the subdominant. In other words, except for the alteration of scale 
degrees, the same notes, in order, express a stretto both at the common third 
in tonic and at the common seventh in subdominant. 

In Fugue VI, this property permits a subject that begins on D as the root 
of i to begin on D in the subdominant key as the root of V. (See examples 
23a, 23b, and 24.) In this fugue, all stretto passages by contrary motion at 
the common seventh display the subject as rectus beginning on 5. In all but 
one case (to be dealt with later) the subject as inversus begins on 2. This 
permits harmonization of both rectus and inversus simply by V and IV?, as 
shown in example 23b. (Note that the root of the latter is one scale step 
below the root of the dominant triad.) By that hypothetical harmonization 
members of the tonic harmony can occur only as the two upper notes of a 
subdominant seventh chord. Consequently, tonic is not strongly expressed as 
the stretto ends. To strengthen a feeling of tonic or to approach a new tonal 
center, such passages are extended, or the follower is altered or abandoned 
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as the leader ends. In each of the following examples, tonic is heard briefly 
in the second measure, and is indicated by [i]. (In examples 24, 25, and 26 
harmony in context will be indicated in parenthesis by functional symbols 
without inversions.) 

Example 24. Fugue VI, Rectus-inversus at the common seventh (F#) 
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In example 24 a partial stretto rectus-inversus at the common seventh is 
set in the sub dominant, G minor. The stretto occurs in the lower two of three 
voices, and the common seventh (F#) enters as the third note in each lower 
voice. In measure 35 the leader leaps above the follower, and is embellished 
so that the two parts proceed in parallel thirds. As a result of the 
embellishment, the common seventh, introduced as a passing tone (+) in the 
leading voice, becomes a member of the dominant triad in the follower (m. 
35, beat 2). When the leader ends, the follower is abandoned (m. 36). 

The third voice mirrors the follower and at the same time imitates the 
head of the leader at a tenth above. Imitation at the tenth would be 
impractical if the leader were stated in its original form, for then both voices 
would reach the final note, A, from a G below in parallel octaves. (See 
rectus in the original form in example 21 b.) Except for the embellishment, 
the leader and its imitation inversus could be drawn from the stretto rectus
rectus in example 21 b simply by adding sharps to any natural version of F 
and C and inverting the head of the follower at the common third. 

Fugue VI contains two more examples of rectus-inversus at the common 
seventh. Both include the two lower voices in stretto given in example 24, 
but without embellishment. 
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Example 25. Fugue VI, Rectus-inversus at the common seventh (C#) 
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Example 25 involves all three parts seen in example 24, but it is set in 
the tonic key and the outer parts are interchanged. In measure 14 the 
follower is again mirrored, but by the bass, which imitates the leader at the 
lower thirteenth. The leading voice appears without embellishment, but 
parallel octaves between outer parts are avoided by a leap in the bass to A in 
measure 15. The follower, which appears complete, is altered at the end as 
the passage moves toward a new tonal center. 11 

Example 26. Fugue VI, Rectus-inversus-inversus 
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Example 26 presents a stretto rectus-inversus at the common seventh, C#, 
(mm. 21-24) It consists of the two upper parts of example 25 interchanged at 
a distance of three octaves, but without alteration of any intervals in the 

II Note that in example 25, where a skip of a sixth occurs in the leading voice (m. 14), a 
skip of a fifth takes place in the follower (m. 15). 
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following voice. 12 In measure 23 the follower becomes the leader of a 
second stretto, inversus-inversus, with imitation at a surprising interval, the 
lower fourteenth, rather than the octave. The entire passage (mm. 21-25) is 
set in a texture of two voices and the tonic key is clear throughout. In each of 
these two stretto progressions the leader will accept harmonization by a 
dominant triad and a subdominant seventh chord. As a result, the 
overlapping portion of rectus-inversus displays harmonic intervals drawn 
from those chords (m. 22). 

In the stretto inversus-inversus (mm. 22-25), imitation at the lower 
fourteenth and a final note D, rather than B or B~, contribute to a strong 
expression of tonic. More importantly, the root and third of iv7 (G and B~, 
upper voice, m. 23) combine with the fifth and third of y7 (E-C~, lower 
voice) to create an unmistakable leading-tone seventh chord. 13 Finally, the 
third scale step of D minor, a neighboring tone in the subject, is stressed 
briefly in an octave as a chord tone (F, upper voice, m. 23). 

Imitation at the lower fourteenth is not the only surprise afforded by the 
follower inversus in example 26. Considering D as tonic, the follower can be 
derived by inversion at the common fourth from the subject rectus of 
measures 21-23. That commonality occurs (as G~ and G, respectively) as the 
eighth note in each of these theme statements, and nowhere else in Fugue 
VI, Fugue XXII, or Counterpoint Y. 

12 For the first time in a stretto by contrary motion at the common seventh, inversus 
appears complete with the root ofiv7 in place (G, in the follower, m. 23). 
13 Note that, without the tied Bb, there would be parallel motion from a diminished to a 
perfect fifth between mm. 23-24. 
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Counterpoint V from "The Art of Fugue" 

Example 27. Subject, Counterpoint V 
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Counterpoint V is in 1 meter and in four voices; its subject is a variant of 
the theme of The Art of Fugue inverted at the common third. The subject 
begins and ends on 5; its lowest and highest notes are, respectively, I and 6, 
the latter a member of the leading-tone seventh chord. These two notes, 
which occur only once each, fall on strong beats. The remaining strong beats 
are occupied by members of the tonic triad. In the fourth measure the subject 
displays a tied note that accepts tonic harmony throughout, but in a stretto 
permits a number of different harmonizations. 

Except for 6 at the start of the third measure, members of the leading
tone harmony in the first three bars serve only as passing tones. In the fourth 
measure nonharmonic tones may be derived either from tonic or leading
tone chords, depending upon which of the two harmonizations given above 
exists at that point. 

In stretto, the structure of this subject permits vertical correspondence to 
be maintained only where line segments accept tonic harmony. Thus, 
harmonic intervals comprising members of both i and viio7 exist in the third 
and fourth measures of every stretto by direct motion, and in the third bar of 
every stretto by contrary motion. 

There are six stretto statements, all of which comprise two parts of a 
four-part texture. There are two involving the subject rectus, two involving 
the subject in versus , and two involving contrary motion. In these passages, 
in contrast to' the excerpts from Fugues VI and XXII from The Well
Tempered Clavier, both melodic inversion and contrary motion occur only at 
the common third. Furthermore, imitation by direct motion occurs only at 
the octave, while imitation by contrary motion takes place only at the fourth 
or fifth. But the follower does not enter at the same point each time. 
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In the examples to follow, where members of tonic and leading-tone 
chords are combined, harmonies expressed by the complete four-part setting 
in the fugue are indicated in parenthesis below the staff. Elsewhere, "i" or 
"I" (inversions not indicated) represent the simplest possible harmonization 
of both voices. 

The first stretto rectus-rectus (ex. 28a) is in the key of the submediant, 
B-flat major. The bass leads and is followed by the tenor at the upper octave 
after one and a half measures. 

Example 28a. Counterpoint V, Rectus-rectus 
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In example 28b, the soprano and tenor carry the subject as it would 
appear in tonic. In context, added voices place greater emphasis on the 
relative major. The chord symbols provided for example 28b relate to the 
tonic D minor, however. 

Example 28b. Counterpoint V, Rectus-rectus 
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The two inversus-inversus stretto treatments are in tonic, D minor, with 
the first note of the leader changed from a D to an E.14 Except for that 
change of pitch, each treatment is comparable to a stretto rectus-rectus 
discussed above, with both voices inverted at the common third and 
interchanged. 

Compare example 28a with 29a and example 28b with 29b: harmonic 
intervals are the same in size, and alignments of notes of tonic triads with 
notes of leading-tone chords occur at corresponding points. 

Example 29a. Counterpoint V, Inversus-inversus 

Dm: i 

Example 29b. Counterpoint V, inversus-inversus 
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In examples 30a and 30b entries are only a half measure apart. Both 
examples exhibit contrary motion at the common third (3). The stretto in 
example 30a establishes the key of the mediant, while that of example 30b 
expresses subdominant. Except for the difference in tonal centers, either 

14 This kind of alteration occurs several times in the fugue; it first appears in a tonal 
answer (m. 10) and opens the theme with a skip of a fourth rather than a fifth. It may 
cause some confusion in analysis because in a stretto by direct motion imitation 
prevailing at the octave begins at the seventh or ninth, and in a stretto by contrary motion 
inversion at the common third begins not with the first note, but with the second. 
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stretto could engender the other through inversion of both voices at the 
common third. 

Example 30a. Counterpoint V, Inversus-rectus 
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Example 30b. Counterpoint V, Rectus-inversus 
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A progression of scale degrees 5-6-5 takes place halfway through the 
subject rectus. By imitation in contrary motion at the common third, that 
progression creates parallel thirds or sixths made up of scale steps 5 plus 7 
and 1 plus 6. See m. 43 in example 30b (parallel thirds) and m. 35 in 
example 30a (parallel sixths). Where these parallel progressions occur, a 
counterpart by direct motion would entail an exchange of notes between 
intervals of a second, or between intervals of a seventh and a ninth. (See 
examples 11 a and 11 b.) Consequently, for these stretto passages no 
counterpart by direct motion could be acceptable. 
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Conclusion 

To compose stretto statements by both direct and contrary motion on the 
same theme, one must consider limitations imposed upon the structure of the 
fugue subject. (See figure 1, items 1-4) One must also be aware of 
limitations regarding progressions of harmonic intervals resulting from 
inversion at the common third. (See examples 8a and b, II a and b, and the 
table below.) 

In Stretto by In Stretto by 
Direct Motion Contrary Motion 

CONTRARY ON SCALE BECOMES SIMILAR OR ON SCALE 
MOTION TO STEPS PARALLEL STEPS 

unison, octave 1 + 1 4th 5th 1 + 5 , 
5+5 4th 5th 1 + 5 , 

2nd i h 9th 1+2 4th 5th 1 + 4,2 + 5 , , , 
4+5 4th 5th 1 + 4,2 + 5 , 

3rd 6th 2+7 4th 5th 2 + 6, 4 + 7 , , 
4+6 4th 5th 2 + 6,4 + 7 , 
5+7 2nd i h 9th , , 1+7,5+6 
1+6 2nd i h 9th , , 1 + 7, 5 + 6 

4th 5th 1+4 2nd i h 9th 1 + 2,4 + 5 , , , 
2+5 2nd i h 9th 1 + 2, 4 + 5 , , 
3+6 4th 5th , 3+7 
3+7 4th 5th , 3+6 

Working within these limitations, Bach demonstrates both his command 
of counterpoint and his apparently boundless inspiration. In Fugue VI 
chromatic alterations change relationships between melodic lines and tonal 
centers, and inversus is derived from rectus by inversion at the common 
fourth rather than the common third. Fugue XXII displays stretto passages 
with surprising intervals of imitation, and includes an example of a leader 
and a follower comprising four voices paired in parallel thirds or sixths. In 
Fugues VI and XXII imitations by direct and contrary motion enter at the 
same point; in Counterpoint V they enter at different points. 

While these elements lend energy and variety to the music, a systematic 
use of inversion, both of melodic lines and textural, contributes to unity and 
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balance of structure. Truly, these three fugues must be counted among the 
finest examples of the art of Baroque counterpoint. 

In Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1948), the composer, 
organist, and teacher Sir H. Walford Davies pays tribute to inspired 
composers in general and to invertible counterpoint in particular in a passage 
that might have been written with these fugues in mind: 

Exact balance of that which we call construction with that which we call 
inspiration is rare indeed .... It is to the works of men who, like ... Bach, 
reconcile both sides of the art that we may well turn for the true examples 
of such musical mechanism as invertible counterpoints. They bring their 
best inspiration to the best construction of which they, or rather their age, 
may be capable. They show us how to combine the joy of freedom with 
the dignity of restraint. They are servants of laws not less than we are, but 
they find their service perfect freedom. They ... instil [sic] abounding life 
into every intellectual device .... They obey old laws and silently enact 
new ones, setting their own particular seal of permanence upon things 
hitherto only tentatively expressed or scarcely even apprehended, making 
their own fine attempts to express a perfect thing perfectly. Towards this 
high end the art of invertible counterpoint is not the least important 
contributor. 15 

15 H. C. Colles, ed., Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Invertible 
Counterpoint," by Sir Henry Walford Davies, 732. 


